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many players have found the skyrim modding scene to be one where it's almost impossible to not get caught up in the numbers. the number of mods available for skyrim can make it seemingly impossible to sift through them all to find the one that fits your particular playstyle and mod setup. as a result, many players will download huge mod packs only to find that
they're missing the mods that they wanted the most. this is why the search for the perfect mod pack becomes a cycle of constant updating. there is one mod that players already know works like gangbusters: the skyrim legendary edition (skse) mod, developed by the gamersnexus team and available for free. however, this year it's been revealed that a successor
to skse has been released: the skyrim enhanced (sse) mod. sse features many of the same mods as skse, but it's also better at supporting mods from other mod teams, as well as some mods from the official skyrim forums. the model name of the graphics chip can be determined by opening up the system>display>details window, then looking under the adapter
section for the name listed there. or go to the "device manager" from start>all programs>accessories, then open the "display adapters" item in the left-hand window, look for the manufacturer information, and look it up there. most systems will have an "amd radeon r5xx" section inside the item, where that "vga compatible controller" will be listed. if you are
downloading the pc version, pc needs to have the retail version of skyrim installed. it is not a patch that you can install and then not have to reinstall the retail game. (please refer to the compatibility section for other things you need to check for before installing the patch.)
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